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Unjust Laws 

 
 

Isaiah 10:1 – “Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write 

grievousness {which} they have prescribed; {that write...: or, to the writers 

that write grievousness}” 

 

When our think that saw everything that could be seen in our inexhaustible 

politics, always appears an innovation. It seems that the deposit of our lovers 

members' of Congress shameless actions is always ready to be used by the 

protectors of our national honor and we were, once again, astonished with a 

new fact. 

 

This time, we were contemplated with the agility of the members of our 

Camera of the Deputies that, in silencing of the night they joined to approve a 

ridiculous agreement done between the Brazilian government and the "elders" 

always very deliberate of Vatican. With a wonderful voting, He decided that 

Brazil returns to the slavery condition that passed about the Century XVIII. 

For the good will of our Deputies, we represented among the nations again 

subdued by the Catholic Church. Of a country with total cult freedom, now we 

are practically forced to see our children instructed just in the Catholic religion, 

to see our cities with separate spaces for the construction of such useful 

temples of only one religion. Worser of everything it is be not more sovereign 

enough to already give any other destination to a temple of the Catholic 

Church existent, as if there was an untouchable piece inside of our city. First 

they throw our money away, with expenses and more expenses without any 

usefulness for the people, now they throw the sovereignty of our nation away. 

 

I don't want to condemn the Catholic Church or anybody that is, this is not my 

function. He would like to have a leadership to be calm when the judgement of 

God began. Unhappily, for this and many other obscure actions, approved 

hurriedly in urgency regimes or for secret actions, this is not possible and, my 

defenseless heart follows lamenting for the opportunities that our rulers lose 

every day. 

 

God is infinitely larger than our desires and thoughts. He is the only capable to 

judge with justice that is being done with our Country, that is being every day 

with accusations and more accusations of attitudes irresponsible arrivals of 

those that should be our leaders, of those that should guide with our dignity 

nation heading for the growth, however a growth with dignity and virility. 
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I leave with you the text that the Lord He told me to give to everybody: 

"Poor of you, immodest judges! Poor of you, authorities that do unjust laws, 

you that don't treat with justice the poor, they steal the ones that already lost 

almost everything, and they mistreat the widows and the orphans, removing all 

their rights and doing of them victims. You won't have means of escaping 

when I bring a terrible punishment from a distance! To who you will ask for 

help? Where will they hide their stolen treasures? I won't help you; some will 

end as prisoners, others will be died, but even so my anger won't pass and my 

hand will continue extended for a new blow." 

 

Each one of you should choose if we want to have God as ally and blesser or 

as judge. That God has the mercy of us! 
 

 

 

 

See you! 

 

 

Elias Eloy 

Restoring Paths Ministries 

( contato@restaurandoveredas.com ) 
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